MATHIAS HEISE QUADRILLION (DK)
An Unrestrained Cornucopia of Fusion, Funk, Rock, and Jazz!
A select few musicians with harmonica as their primary instrument hold a place in the jazz
hall of fame. 25-year old Mathias Heise may not be a name familiar to many jazz fans as yet,
but he is a fast-rising star seemingly destined for great things.
In 2012, Mathias Heise founded his fusion band Mathias Heise Quadrillion with equally
talented peers: Mads Christiansen (guitar), David Vang (bass), and Aksel Stadel Borum
(drums) + Mathias himself on chromatic harmonica/keyboards.
FuRoJazz!
Mathias Heise Quadrillion reinvent jazz fusion, having created a completely unique sound
combining the chromatic harmonica with new, updated Funk-Rock-Jazz – dubbed FuRoJazz!
FU for Fusion, Funk and Future, RO for Rock, and of course Jazz.
Jazz harmonies and improvisation are merged with rock and funk music’s hard-hitting
primal beats, and fused into a euphoric, vibrant and very personal expression of sophisticated
elegance and accessible grooves.
Mathias Heise Quadrillion’s obvious talent and striking live performance have – despite their
young age – already made them a sought after group abroad, where they have played at
major festivals in China, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Egypt, Morocco, the Czech Republic, Ukraine,
and Poland.
‘Decadence’
The latest album ‘Decadence’ was released in 2017 as a sequel to their debut album ‘Sudden
Ascent’ (2015). The album is produced by Grammy Award winning L.A. producer Erik Zobler,
who is known for his longstanding cooperation with George Duke, among many others.
To a certain extent, the album represents decadence itself. A virile and unrestrained
cornucopia playing with throbbing beats, harmonies, tones and improvisation. A dynamic
plethora of sounds, ideas and wildness, where the objective is beauty, enthusiasm, joie de
vivre, bliss, pleasure. And last, but not least, liberation from the inhibitions of conventions
and stereotypes.
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Multi-Awarded Fast-Rising Star
At the age of 20, Mathias Heise was crowned 2013 Chromatic Harmonica World Champion.
In 2015, he was awarded ‘New Jazz Star of The Year’ in Denmark, and the band was
nominated ‘Best New Jazz Act’ at ‘Danish Music Awards’. In 2016, Mathias Heise received
The Danish Crown Prince Couple’s Stardust Award. An annual award that is given to honor
and highlight young Danish artists about to make an international break-through. In March
2017, Mathias was awarded with the Ben Webster Prize, as the youngest ever.
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Press Quotes:
“What sets Mathias Heise apart from most harmonica players is his style of music.
Heise, along with his band, plied a form of jazz-fusion, one defined by its melodic
and harmonic sensibility and its accessible grooves. Heise’s flowing solo set the bar
high from the outset, and whilst the set was peppered with virtuosos displays from
all, the strong compositions and the group cohesion was most striking.
Mathias Heise Quadrillion’s fine performance demonstrated that jazz-fusion
can be accessible and ambitious at the same time. A band seemingly going places”.
Ian Patterson, All About Jazz
reviewed Mathias Heise Quadrillion’s live performance at Penang Island Jazz Festival, Dec. 2016

____________________
“MHQ have the feel of a group destined for bigger stages across Europe in
coming years. Good musicianship, a focus on entertainment, and a rich mix
of original compositions. Buy.”
– London Jazz News (UK)

____________________
“A feast for fusion fanatics.”
– Mojo Magazine (UK)

____________________
“The harmonica works surprisingly well as a musical astringent, cutting
through the jazz-fusion-funk sound to create something of a surprising USP.
Decadence is up-beat, up-tempo and up-and-at ’em. These boys can play!”
– Kind of Jazz (UK)

____________________
“Shades of Weather Report and Herbie Hancock can be detected in their
funkafied, polyglot grooves, though they boast a sound and style all their own.”
– Record Collector (UK)

____________________
“The music is “decadent” for all the right reasons. Showcasing a dynamic
plethora of sounds and contemporary ideas, the result is a highly pleasurable
collection of original works.”
– Jazz Journal (UK)

____________________

www.youtube.com/MathiasHeiseQuadrillion
www.facebook.com/MathiasHeiseQ
www.MathiasHeiseQ.com
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